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Student athlete takes
a drive on the wild side.
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Cold, sweaty, clammy
handshakes. The reason why w
shake nanas as opposed to Frencn
kissing is to AVOID contact; •
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bodily fluids.

Tigers come out
swinging as season begins

Showers most
likely high
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i question safety of California

Universities

January's 6.7 earthquake in Southern California left many
officials pondering the safety of Universities in California,
Little notes that
specially since its aftermath, California State University at
say, "See Me."
Northridge is just re-opening its doors this week.
Northridge, devastated by the quake, suffered damage in all
its 53 buildings, and repair costs have been estimated at
$250 million.
This raises a serious question. In an event of a natural dis
aster, are our universities safe?
Only a handful of buildings are on the state's list of "uni;ity buildings known to be earthquake hazards," among
^ cr
Memorial Stadium in Berkeley.
>™fc0<tAOt
j "Should earthquake safety be but one concern among many
for the cash-starved institutions?" is just one of the many
questions being considered.
According to state senator Tom Hayden of Santa Monica,
|"Inmy view, there shouldn't be one dime spent until the exist
ing buildings are safe."
5 Anthony Rubino, Jr.. 1994
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Trial finally set to begin in University of Florida slaytngs
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refusal?
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63 Little
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65 NASA
affirmative
66 Old-fash
ioned faith
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lamp, for one
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82 Director
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88 Well-read
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90 Break
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vent
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town
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pasta
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commander

Danny Harold Rolling, the man who put an entire universi
ty at fear, let alone a state, is finally going to trial, four years
after being accused of killing five college students.
|
As the memories of fear and panic still remain on the
University of Florida campus, Rolling, 39, is charged with
i "five counts of murder, three of sexual battery and three of
armed burglary." If convicted, he would be sentenced to life
prison or death in the electric chair. He is already serving
Jthree consecutive life sentences for robbery and burglary
charges committed between the time of the murders and his
[indictment in 1991.
|
"There was no question there was a shadow over the com
munity when the homicides occurred," Chief Wayland
Clifton said. "I don't think it has lasted, but some of it will
jNmwith the trial starting."
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World
The World Trade Center bombing trial nears an end
* Closing arguments were heard on the World Trade Center
bombing trial on Tuesday, after three defense lawyers
Inclined to call witnesses.
With the move, the lawyers are essentially letting the jury
I decide the verdict relying totally on the case the prosecution
I "Now it's time to put the pieces together, said prosecutor
Hewy DePippo. "To put all of it together and to show how it
pr°ves that all of the defendants are guilty beyond a reason-

114 Hound or
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doubt."
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Drums of gasoline explode in Port-au-Prince, Hai

In downtown Port-au-Prince, drums of black
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Sports:

Allison Kajiya
News Editor

University administrators and staff were out serving Valentine's
Day dinner to students in the dining halls. Above President
Achtley lends a helping hand.

UOP set to receive a
4long overdue facelift'
Allison Kajiya

being allotted:

News Editor

ResidentialLife
Improvements
$1,740,000
Academic
Classroom
Buildings
$485,000
Exterior
Lighting
$50,000
Library Lighting
$20,000
Roof Repairs
$340,000
Exterior Window
Repair
$140,000
Non-potable pumping
plant (will irrigate
river water)
$150,000
Streets, sidewalks,
potholes and
parking
$275,000
(see Improvements page 2)

Soon the sounds of pounding
hammers will be heard through
out the University as it receives a
"long overdue facelift," thanks to
a $3,200,000 facility improve
ment project approved by the
University Board of Regents on
Jan. 26.
Recommended by President
Bill Atchley, all funding is com
ing from the California
Educational Facilities Authority
Pooled Tax Exempt Bond issue
according to Mike Goins, vice
president for Finance.
As a result, new roofs, carpets,
repairs, lighting and street
improvements will be made,
some of which has already been
completed.
According to Goins, the list of
projects was prepared by "first
requesting input from the various
units of the campus community.
These requests were then
reviewed by the University
Budget Committee. The list was
then put in priority order to stay
within the amount of funds avail
able and forwarded to the
President from the Budget
Committee for consideration and
approval."
UOP, among five other private
universities that received fund
ing, has three years to spend the
money and will pay back the loan
through the operating budget
over the next several years.
"I'm very pleased that we're
going to be able to improve our
campus. It's nice to have some
money to fix things up," said
Goins.
Here's how the funds are

The morning of Jan. 17 is one
that many of us would like to for
get. Being woken up at 4:32 a.m.
by the violent shaking of the
earth was an experience that I
will never ever forget. I kept
thinking, as many of us did, "Was
this the 'Big One'?" and more
importantly, "Was my family
o.k.7'
Now exactly one month later,
though the Southern California
quake was not the "Big One," the
destruction left in its aftermath
indicates otherwise. Fortunately,
my family and loved ones
escaped with minor damage. But
a whole different story remains
for those caught in the maelstrom
of the trembler's epicenter.
With many students, alumni,

family and friends directly asso
ciated with UOP, earlier this
month, the University sent out
postcards to the some 2,500
"UOP family members" living in
the Greater Los Angeles area,
offering its concern and assis
tance during this difficult time.
"We have many alumni and
parents in the area where the dis
aster took place. Not only do we
care about our students on the
campus, we care about their par
ents and their families at home
and our alumni as well as all the
people in the area," said
President Bill Atchley. "Since it
is impossible to call each and
everyone, we wrote postcards to
offer our help and give them a
number to call."
That number is 1-800-9951148, and when dialed reaches
Administrative Secretary in the
(see Quake page 2)

Yesterday's World on Wensday featured guest speaker Dorthy
Brilliant, a publisher from Santa Barbara, who shared extensive
information about her travels in Mt. Kailas.Tibet.

v. •

Panel discusses future of African Americans
Davis Treadway
Guest Writer
Martin Luther King's dream of
equality was alive again.
That and the power of black
pride in souls of people who
would rewrite the goals of
American school education.
Eight panel speakers, in a
roundtable discussion of public
education
issues
titled
"Empowerment
Through
Knowledge," a presentation of
Black History Month's relevant
topics to the African-American
experience, talked of new educa
tion paradigms to raise the per
formance levels of blacks in
school.
Moderator Barbara Coulibaly
of UOP's Gladys L. Benerd
School of Education hosted the
Feb. 9 Long Theatre discussion,
sponsored by the University of

the Pacific's black studies depart
ment and the African-American
Student Union.
Coulibaly opened the forum
with a soft-spoken statement
regarding the shared racist back
ground of African-Americans
and the United States, then spoke
of the need for new stamina and
commitment from all peoples to
organize and educate others in

African-American education.
"We went to sleep after the
1960's," she said. "We thought
someone else was going to do it.
But now we're back."
Mamie Darlington, chair of
UOP's black studies department,
seeks a new partnership between
UOP and the public schools to
reduce the failure rate of African(see Panel page 2)
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Panel

continued from front page
American students, increasing
their achievement and ensuring
more success as they pursue
higher education.
"It takes a whole village to
raise a child," she said.
Today, the student success rate
of every racial type in reading
comprehension and mathematics
skills has precipitously dropped.
Some critics accuse the philoso
phy of relativism, the centerpiece
of modem education, of graduat
ing students who are not only
intellectually incompetent but
also morally confused, emotion
ally alienated and socially malad
justed.
Concerning every race of
child, critics say elementary and
secondary school teachers are
told what to convey to their stu
dents is not knowledge, but warm
"feelings." The apparent aim is
not to produce individuals capa
ble of effort or mastery, but to
make sure everyone gets a pass
ing grade. This literally means
schools are being transformed
into republics of feeling - as dis
tinct from a republic of learning where everyone can feel he or
she deserves an "A" grade.
Critics charge that graduate
school education provides teach
ers without logic-based building
blocks to teach moral principles,
or even any concept of right or
wrong answers. Instead, it is not
merely that Johnny cannot read
or even that Johnny cannot think.
Johnny does not know what
thinking is, because thinking is so
often confused with feeling.
Relativism teaches students
that every "opinion" is equal to
every other, that there is no par
ticular method to reach any
important truths, that there are no
important truths. Thus, students
are given no reason to study the
rigorous methods required by
such disciplines as math or sci
ence.
Controversially, perhaps, crit
ics charge this education method
ology has been devastating, as

evidenced by the dramatic
decline in both CBEST and SAT
test scores.
The panel members touched
on the alarming decline in test
scores but not the fundamental
principles behind these trends the all-out war against reason and
objectivity. When they spoke of
education, they focused on the
African-American child as a
racial being exploited by an
insensitive education curriculum
and a racist cultural heritage.
Problems
of
AfricanAmerican education, said Dr.
Margaret Williams, principal of
Garfield Elementary School, can
find their roots in the period
when blacks were removed from
Africa to serve forced labor in the
United States. That, she said, has
caused behavior problems and
low student capacities.
"On a subconscious level,
there is a dialect interference that
has been forced (on blacks). It
makes a marked difference in
comprehension and understand
ing for black children," she said.
Irvin Jefferson, one adminis
trator for the Lincoln Unified
School District, spoke of the
necessity to end biased textbooks
and the "treadmill effect" of
school teachers who are not
trained to reach blacks and can
not bring the proper synergistic
background information to the
African-American experience.
All panel members agreed that
an agenda and formulation of a
program for positive self-expec
tations for African-American
children in school should be
planned and implemented in local
weekly discussed meetings
between educators and parents.
In addition, this was seen as a
method to recreate the solidarity
of the 1960's, which resulted in
landmark social legislation for
African-Americans.
Panel members said refocused
education priorities must begin
with a cooperative grassroots
effort from all educators.
Darlington, for one, pulled no

punches concerning the low
African-American learning
curve, which she called an attack
on the validity of the present
school system.
"We need to make formal pre
sentations to school board of
directors," she said. "It's time to
make demands. They need to
know there will be a federal
investigation if x and o do not
happen."

Quake
continued from front page
Office of the Vice President
Cheryl Sloup, who then directs
one's call to the appropriate con
tact. Sloup said, "If there is any
way we can alleviate some of the
stress let us know. We're here to
handle whatever concerns there
are. Let us know and we'll do
whatever we can to assist you."
According to Curt Redden,
vice president of the Office of
Institutional Advancement, many
of the calls received so far have
been from alumni "calling in to
let us know they're o.k. We're
also assisting in calling their fam
ilies and friends that they can't
reach because their phones are
still not in service."
The question of financial assis
tance is also being handled. "Our
Finance Office is on stand-by,"
said Redden. "So far we've had
one request to work out a new
financial arrangement. But in all,
the calls are widely varied and
we want everybody to know that
we want to help."
Offers are also coming in from
the Los Angeles area from alum
ni calling to help as well. "I just
got a call in this morning from an
alumni who is a crisis counselor.
She wanted us to know she's
available in case anyone needs
her assistance," said Sloup.
"Our strength is that we are
small enough to care," Redden
said. "Nobody here had a second
thought about helping out family
members in need."

Student aid application deadline extended
The California Student Aid
Commission announced today
that it is extending the deadline to
file an application for state finan
cial aid from March 2 to April 2,
1994 to accommodate students
and schools disrupted by the
recent Southern California earth
quake. The extended deadline is
available to all students, regard
less of whether they reside in
areas affected by the earthquake.
Students can apply for state
financial aid, including Cal
Grants
and
Graduate
Fellowships, by submitting a free
application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA) by the April 2 post
mark deadline.
While the deadline has been
extended, the Commission
encourages students to complete
and mail their applications as
soon as possible.
The FAFSA is available at
high school counseling offices,
career centers, libraries and col
lege financial aid offices. By
completing this single application
form, students can apply for state
and federal student aid programs
and most programs funded by
colleges and universities.
Students applying for new Cal
Grants and Graduate Fellowships
?t also submit a GPA
Verification Form to the Student
Aid Commission by the deadline.
The Commission has extended
the deadline for the GPA form,
which is available at the same
locations as the FAFSA, from
March 2 to April 2 as well.

Although April 2 is the new
cutoff date to apply for Cal
Grants
and
Graduate
Fellowships, the FAFSA can con
tinue to be used to apply for fed
eral programs and many other
types of financial assistance until
May 1,1995.
The Commission anticipates
that more than $200 million in
Cal Grant assistance will be
available to students attending
California colleges and universi
ties in 1994-95. California stu
dents can also expect to receive

The following report covers
the week of Feb. 4 through Feb.
10,1994:

•On Feb. 4 between 5:30
a.m. and 7:40 p.m., someone
broke into a vehicle parked in
Lot #8 by the Pharmacy School.
Stereo items valued at $1400
were taken.
•Another vehicle was bur
glarized while it was parked in
Lot #20 (Burns Tower).
Miscellaneous items valued at
$200 were taken.
•Someone attempted to bur
glarize a vehicle parked in Lot
#3 (by Physical Plant) on Feb. 7,
but a passerby frightened the
suspect off before he could
make entry.
-Auto Theft
•On Feb. 7 at approximately
12:20 a.m., someone took a
vehicle from
Lot
#14
(Townhouses). The vehicle was
a blue 1973 Chevrolet Camaro.

-Miscellaneous
•On Feb. 4, Public
officers contacted sever
viduals in a vehicle that \» "
in this country legally, ai,
turned over to the

-Thefts
,
J
*A videocassette recorder \aiued at $200 was taken from a
closet in John Ballantyne some
time between Dec. 13 an
•
The loss was only recently ts
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-Vandalisms
•At 5:20 p.m.. Public Safety
received a report of & vandalism
that occurred in Grace Cove
Hall on Feb. 6. Several windows
were broken with a total estimat
ed loss of $1000. A drinking
fountain was also damaged in
Grace Covell causing extensive
water damage to the facility.
-Assaults
•Three batteries (fights)
occurred this past week, each
involving alcohol. All three inci
dents were investigated by Public
Safety officers and appear
resolved at this time.
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Discover your life purpose

Improvemenlcation
association
ducation asso
Sixty-five percent
of the fresh
si*tv-five
pcontinued from front page jen sjjryeyed in 1993 plan to

Discover your life purpose in one action-packed weekend with Dr.
David Banner!
Dr. Banner, UOP's Napoleon Hill professor of leadership, SBPA,
will offer "Discovering Your Life Purpose," from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on
Sat., Feb. 26 and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Sun., Feb. 27 in WPC 213.
Using a number of techniques including guided imagery, right brain
(artistic) exercises and visualization, you will move through your selflimiting beliefs to reveal your inherent, existing purpose in life.
Improve your outlook on life; understand how past failures con
tribute to your assumptions and beliefs that may inhibit your effective
ness; and devise plans to achieve personal and professional growth.
No prerequisite is necessary. The cost is $99 for one unit of extend
ed education credit. To register, call t946-2424.
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Msylvania student who utters a racis
Street comment unless it is accompa
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The university decided Nov. 15, 199?
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afemic year with some form of studenl
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r™Jg replacing the speech code with
r eputes among students, thereby ,
elaborate legal system," a news u

more than $620 million from fed
eral Pell Grants and various other
federal grant programs.
In all, the Commission esti
mates that financial assistance to
California college students from
grants, scholarships, loans, work
study and other aid will exceed
$3 billion in the coming academ
ic year.
For more information on Cal
Grant, loans and other student aid
programs, students can call the
California
Student
Aid
Commission at (916) 445-0880.
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Feeling adventurous?
Teach in Thailand

Instead of working in the U.S. after graduation, why not travel and
work in an exotic country, for example, Thailand?
Recent college graduates ready for meaningful international experi
ence are being recruited by the Council on International Educational
Exchange (CIEE) to teach English in Thailand.
In addition to having patience and flexibility, applicants must be
native English speakers with a B.A. degree and excellent English com
munication skills. The vast rewards include valuable hands-on teach
ing experience, the opportunity to learn a foreign language and total
immersion in Thai culture.
This new program, administered jointly by CIEE and the
Department of General Education at the Thai Ministry of Education,
takes place from June 1994 through March 1995.
Selected applicants will be assigned to quality elementary or sec
ondary schools in Bangkok and the surrounding provinces, where
duties will include teaching regularly English classes, teaching about
American culture, introducing language games and communicative
activities, developing original teaching materials, leading English lan
guage discussion groups and working in language laboratories.
Each teacher will receive a monthly salary equivalent to a Thai
teacher's salary during the 10-month contract, including holidays and
schools breaks. Accommodation will be provided.
If this sounds exciting and you are willing to take a challenge and
try something new, call (212) 661-1414 for more information.
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FREE!
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advanced degrees
after they finish
undergraduate
school, according to
an annual review of
first-year students.
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helped in the process and to
those who still have some work More importantly researchers
ud, was the fact that for the
to do," said Goins.
it time ever in the survey
wen were more likely than
to seek all major types of
iced degrees (master's, docmedical and law) than men;

27.3 percent of the female firstyear students indicated they
wanted to pursue terminal
degrees, compared with 25.8 per
cent of the men. In 1967, three
times more men than women had
planned to pursue a doctoral,
medical or law degree (26.7 per
cent vs. 8.5 percent).
"To close such a wide gap in a
relatively short span of two
decades is truly remarkable,"
said UCLA Professor Alexander
W. Astin, director of the survey.
The comprehensive survey

Hege Press Service
disciplinary action should be taken against a University of
Dsylvania student who utters a racist, sexist or other politically
comment unless it is accompanied by a physical threat, a
Wtee has recommended.
1,6 university decided Nov. 15, 1993 to suspend enforcement of
fisting hate speech code and replace it by the end of the 1993- 94
CtT|ic year with some form of student mediation.
^-member committee charged with identifying alternatives to
sPeech code recommended a broad series of changes Feb. 1,
^ng replacing the speech code with "a system of mediation for
0r disputes among students, thereby moving the issue away from
^elaborate legal system," a news release stated.
University of Pennsylvania became embroiled in a divisive
,e about free speech last year after a white male student called
: w°men students "water buffalo" because they were making
noise late one night near his dormitory room.
^ student denied that he intended the comment as a racta
H but the women brought racial harassment charges agains
i "uder the university's speech code. The charges were a e
H but not before the university became the focus of a nationa

Jje Commission on Strengthening the Community, comprised
% students and other interested parties, proposed tha .
N*speech that does not contain a phystcal threat should not
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does not draw conclusions from
the volumes of data garnered
from public and private two- and
four-year institutions, but rather
shows statistical trends among
first-year students.
Financial security after gradu
ation appears to be the motivation
in obtaining advanced degrees,
the survey found. Seventy-five
percent of the respondents said
that a "very important" reason
for attending college is "to be
able to make more money."
More than four out of five (82.1

percent, compared with 78.5 per
cent last year) said that going to
college is important so they can
get a "better job."
Money is also an important
reason why the incoming fresh
man class selected their institu
tion — 32 percent said that an
important reason they picked
their college was low tuition or
because they were offered finan
cial assistance. Nearly 40 percent
said chances are good they will
get a job to help out with college
expenses. The percentage of stu

By College Press Service

"Universities must lead us into
the 21st century by becoming
responsible consumers and edu
cators."
Teresa Heinz, chairwoman and
chief executive officer of the
Heinz Family Foundation, lead
sponsor of the summit, says cam
puses must accept a leadership
role in environmental reform.
"Universities wield real power
— as major consumers of goods
and services with significant
environmental impacts, as educa
tors with the opportunity to grad
uate ecologically literate citizens
and as paragons whose behavior
speaks loudly to their communi
ties and countries," she said.
The biggest environmental
culprits on campuses are solid
waste, energy use, water use and
poor procurement policies.
Radioactive substances, toxic
chemicals, medical waste, pesti
cides and air pollution are also
pressing problems.
Here are some examples of
how campuses use resources and
what some colleges have done to
reduce the waste, according to
the Student Environmental
Action Coalition:
• Only about 5 percent of the
640 pounds of waste produced by
an average student is recycled.
Paper makes up about 40 percent
to 50 percent of the waste stream.
Yet, a University of CaliforniaLos Angeles recycling program
saved an estimated 1,133 trees
and 200 cubic yards of landfill
space in its first seven months of
operation. Rutgers University in
New Jersey recycles more than
32 percent of its waste, saving
more than $26,003 a year.
Distributing reusable coffee mugs
at Potsdam University in New
York cut use of polystyrene cups
by 58 percent.

dents working full time rose to its
highest level — 5.6 percent —
since the question was introduced
in 1982.
"These findings suggest that
the students may be more inter
ested in graduate degrees because
they feel that advanced training
will give them a competitive
edge in their quest for jobs and
financial security,"Astin said. "It
is also significant that the per
centage of freshmen who expect
to be satisfied with their college
experience reached its lowest
point in the history of the sur
vey."
Nearly half (48 percent) said
they expected to be satisfied with
college, compared with 50.4 per
cent last year and 64.7 percent in
1970.
Among other findings of the
survey:
• Competitive pressures and
stress are at record levels. Record
number of students are making
multiple applications — 70.3 per
cent — and 22.2 percent of the
freshmen applied to four or more
colleges, a record. "A record of
other findings suggest that stu
dents are feeling increasingly
stressed," Astin said. A high
number of respondents (23.2 per
cent, compared with 16 percent
in 1985) said they "fed over
whelmed by all I have to do" and
9.4 percent said they frequently
"felt depressed."
Ratings on emotional and
physical health hit all-time lows,
with the percentage of students
missing classes because of sick
ness reached an all-time high.
The study cites problems at home

as possible reasons for these
trends; 3.7 percent of the students
said that their fathers were unem
ployed, and 25.1 percent said
their parents are either separated
or divorced.
• In terms of social issues and
political attitudes, about half the
students defined themselves as
being to the left or right of the
political center. Students claim
ing to be "middle of the road"
dipped to 49.9 percent for the
first time since 1972, down from
53 percent last year and 60 per
cent in 1980. Those who consid
ered themselves conservative
increased 2.6 percentage points to
22.9 percent, the highest share
reported since the question was
first asked in 1970. The percent
age who consider themselves left
of center was 27.2 percent.
• Support to legalize marijuana
increased to 28.2 percent, and
student support for legislation to
outlaw homosexuality declined
for the sixth year in a row to a
low of 36.2 percent. Eighty-one
percent of the students support
greater efforts to control hand
guns, and a greater number of
students — 84.4 percent — sup
port greater governmental efforts
to reduce pollution.
Copies of the 28th annual
report,
"The
American
Freshman: National Norms for
Fall 1993," are available for $20
(prepaid, plus $3 per book for
shipping) from the Higher
Education Research Institute,
UCLA Graduate School of
Education, 405 Hilgard Ave.,
3005 Moore Hall, Los Angeles,
Calif. 90024-1521.

• The State University of New
York's Buffalo campus generates
more than 200,000 tons of carbon
dioxide, seven tons per person,
through its use of electricity.
However, reducing room temper
ature by 1 degree Fahrenheit
saved 20,000 gallons of fuel and
$8,000 a year at Connecticut
College. Yale University's switch
from incandescent to fluorescent

lighting is expected to save about
$3.5 million over the next 10
years.
• The
University
of
Mississippi uses up to 5 million
gallons of water a day, and
Brown University is the second
largest user of water in Rhode
Island. Research shows that "low
flow" shower heads can save 11
million gallons of water annually.
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Universities and colleges
waste millions of gallons of water
and fuel every year while produc
ing thousands of tons of toxic
waste and carbon dioxide, envi
ronmental protection groups
charge. In fact, the average stu
dent generates about 640 pounds
of garbage a year.
Yet, there are many things that
campuses could be doing to
change their environmental poli
cies in order to reduce waste and
to encourage recycling efforts.
That's the point of the Campus
Earth Summit, scheduled Feb.
18-20, at Yale University in New
Haven, Conn. Students, faculty
and administrators from more
than 125 campuses, including 17
foreign universities, will meet to
craft a blueprint for environmen
tal reform.
The summit marks the first
time adminstrators will work
with students and environmental
leaders to create campus guide
lines that can be replicated inter
nationally.
Carol Browner, head of the
Environmental
Protection
Agency, will be the keynote
speaker. A special one-hour col
lege edition of "Rock and the
Environment" radio show, pro
duced by the Yale Student
Environmental Coalition and the
Campus Green Vote, will be
broadcast to more than 300 col
leges the week of the summit to
reach students who can t attend.
"From solid waste to radioac
tive waste, campus policies
reflect society's poor environ
mental practices," said Jeff
Courey, chairman of the 1994
Campus Earth Summit and the
Yale Student Environmental
Coalition, host of the conference.

Discovery ends snake's
three-week slither
College Press Service
GAINESVILLE, Ha. — While it's true that journalists occasionally
have been accused of being reptiles, it's not often that they get much
media attention just for hanging out with them.
A Colombian boa constrictor recently was on the lam for three
weeks in the University of Florida's College of Journalism and
Communications, alternately terrorizing and amusing students, faculty
and staff after he escaped his owner's clutches at the college's WUFT
television studios.
Van Gogh's three-week slither came to an end in mid-January when
the boa was discovered in the studio's master control room, not far
from the spot where he made his break in Weimer Hall, the
Independent Horida Alligator reported..
UF sophomore Jennifer Stanton, the snake's owner, and Rocky
Essex, a post-baccalareate student, were preparing to shut down power
in the master control room about 11 p.m. when Essex noticed some
thing strange near the main power transmitter.
Essex, who is not particularly fond of snakes, said they had been
talking about the renegade reptile just before they came across it.
"I had just read about it in the Alligator," Essex said. "I said, 'I just
hope we don't find it when I'm around here.' But she said it was prob
ably dead."
Then Essex spotted a cable that looked like a snakeskin, which is
exactly what it turned out to be. Van Gogh had just shed it. Essex said
Stanton started yelling, "It's him! It's him! It's Van Gogh!"
The elusive snake was huddled in a two-inch space above the trans
mitter. When Stanton first tried to nab the escapee, Essex said Van
Gogh "hissed at her pretty bad."
But Stanton said the snake was cranky from shedding his skin and
from malnutrition. "He gets an attitude (when he sheds)," she said.
"He didn't want to leave. He was comfortable."
Not everyone in the College of Journalism and Communications
was happy to see Van Gogh depart. Telecommunications Chairman
Gerald Smeyak said he was dejected about the snake's exit because it
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Selected out of nearly 600
applicants, senior business major,
Thursday, Feb. 17
Jennifer Herman, was chosen to
Accounting Society meeting, Weber 101,5:30 p.m.
fill one of last summer's 27
Public Safety, Self Defense Class, South Campus Gym, 6 p.m.
internship positions at LucasArts
Vietnamese Student Association meeting, Knoles Hall 207
Entertainment Company in
COP Spring Convocation, Long Theatre, 7 p.m.
Marin County.
Women's Basketball vs. New Mexico State, Spanos Center, 7:30
LucasArts is a diversified
p.m
entertainment company and sister
UPBEAT Films, POSSE, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
company of Lucasfilm, headed
African American Student Union, Gospel Festival Choir
by George Lucas, writer and
Rehearsal, WPC 140,8 p.m.
director of the "Star Wars" trilo
Student Recital, Mary Ann Uribe (violin) & Jonathan Moser (vio
gy. Lucasfilm Ltd. has become
lin), Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
one of the most successful inde
COPA Reception for Spring Convocation, Common Room, 8:30
pendent production companies in
p.m.
the world with its feature
ASUOP Election Candidates meeting, McCaffrey Center
films having won 16 Oscars
Conference Room, 9 p.m.
and 40 Academy Award
nominations.
Friday, Feb. 18
LucasArts' services and prod
Women's Lacrosse, Brookside Field, 2:30 p.m.
ucts include award-winning visu
rai Alpha Christian Fellowship meeting, WPC 140, 8 p.m.
al effects and sound design, tele
Men's Volleyball vs. BYU, Spanos Center, 7:30 p.m.
vision commercials, interactive
UPBEAT Films, POSSE, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
game software, audio systems
and educational multimedia prod
Saturday, Feb. 19
ucts. LucasArts provides intern
Women's Lacrosse, Brookside Field, 12 p.m.
ships for students interested in
Women's Basketball vs. UNLV, Spanos Center, 7:30 p.m.
both the creative and business
UPBEAT Films, POSSE, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
aspects of such careers. Interns
may work in such areas as licens
Sunday, Feb. 20
ing, research, film/video editing,
Men's Lacrosse, Brookside Field, 12 p.m.
finance/accounting, human
Society of Women Engineers Annual Potluck, Raymond Great
resources, graphic design and
Hall, 3 p.m.
computer graphics. Offering
UPBEAT Films, POSSE, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
internships during the Summer,
Fall and Spring semesters,
Monday, Feb. 21
LucasArts
prefers
that
Presidents' Day, University Holiday
their interns have at least a
Men's Lacrosse, Brookside Field, 12 p.m.
'3.0 GPA.
As an intern in their account
Diesday, Feb. 22
ing department, Herman had the
Cowell Health Center, Quit for Life Smoking Cessation Class,
responsibility of compiling
Knoles Hall 210,6 p.m.
reports and reviewing foreign
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship Bible Study, Z-Building NE, 7
licensing and royalty accounts to
p.m.
College Life meeting, McCaffrey Center Conference Room, 8 p.m.
-tit
Student Reeital, Jennifer Williams (Soprano), Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
nosx
uUHBEAT Films; STEPPING RAZOR RED X, McCaffrey Theatre,
8 p.m.
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Entertainment management major, Jennifer Herman, displays some
of the shirts she received while working as an intern for Lucas rts.

make sure that the contracts had
been fulfilled. "I learned about
reading different types of finan
cial reports, entering accounts
payable information into a com
puter to make vouchers for
checks, and turning masses of
numbers into reports that show
specific information about sales
of computer games," said
Herman.
"An obvious advantage to an
internship is that it builds your
resume, but it also gives the stu-

dent the opportunity to build their
self-confidence. Many students
have a disbelief that they can
actually do it," said Dean Ray
Sylvester, Herman's advisor.
"Students who have participated
in internships are more realitybound when they graduate.
Prospective employers see that
the student has been aggressive in
getting experience and knowledge "
All interns were given an orientation, reading materials, tours

Take It to the Street

Wednesday, Feb. 23
Board of Regents, Investment Committee, President's Room,
10:30 a.m.
Board of Regents, Finance Committee, Regents Dining Room, 12
p.m.
World on Wednesday, The African Experience: A Celebration,
Bechtel Center, 12:30 p.m.
Model UN, Weber Hall 102,6 p.m.
Hmong Student Association, Bechtel Lounge, 6 p.m.
Black History Month Keynote Speaker, Long Theatre, 7 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, STEPPING RAZOR RED X, 8 p.m.

ctioa

out a
senate
r 0 tm
meeting or two
before you decide to mn. They
Student Information
are held every Monday evening
in the McCaffrey Center
Help!!! ASUOP needs volun Conference Room at 9 p.m.
teers to serve as student represen
The first comedy club of the
tatives on university committees. semester is being held on
If you are interested in donating Wednesday, Feb. 23 at 7:45 p.m.
an hour (or less) of your time per in the Static Attic. Mitch
week, PLEASE contact Jennifer Mullaney will return to UOP for
Schrader at 946-2233.
his second show! Get there early
Are you interested in running to get a good seat on Wednesday.
for ASUOP president or class
Clubs and students, did you
senator? Election packets-are due know that the Static Attic is
on Friday, Feb. 18. If you are available for rental any night of
interested, you need to hurry and the week? Prices are typically
contact the ASUOP office at 946- around $18 per hour for a com
2233 IMMEDIATELY for infor plete set-up including lights,
mation. You should also check (See ASUOP page 10)

Bodley/Coulter Piano
Duo to hold recital

The University of the Pacific Conservatory of Music will present
the popular Bodley/Coulter Piano Duo in a unique performance on
Friday, Feb. 25, at 8 p.m. in Faye Spanos Concert Hall. General admis
sion for the event will be $3. UOP students and children 12 and under
will be admitted free of chaige.
Combining their special talents for unique repertoire, UOP faculty
members Dprrill Bodley and Joan Coulter formed the Bodley/Coulter
Duo in 1987. Since then, they have enjoyed touring throughout
California. Their most recent appearance in Stockton was as a fund
raiser for the Friends of Chamber Music in November.
Joan Coulter is a graduate of the UOP. While a student, she studied
piano under the late Edward Shadbolt. She later did her graduate work
with Lillian Steuber at the University of Southern California. She has
been a teacher of piano at the UOP Conservatory of Music since 1971
and is in demand as an ensemble pianist throughout the United States.

(See Bodley page 10)

foster a lifetime commitment to
service. The K-12 school-based
and community based programs
Here we go (again) with support projects that engage
another round of information school-age youth in serviceabout what is now known around learning activities and involve
adult volunteers in the schools. In
the country as "AmeriCorps."
The following is from the fiscal year 1994, $30 million will
most recent information piece be available for teacher training,
from the all new "Corporation for for the placement of serviceNational and Community learning coordinators in schools
Service" created by the Clinton and for grants to local partner
Administration and Congress and ships through state education
signed into law in the Fall of agencies, state commissions and
grant-making entities. The higher
1993.
education programs will award
AmeriCorps is the president's approximately $9 million to indi
new national service program vidual colleges and universities,
which engages the energy of the consortia or partnerships between
American people, especially its higher education institutions and
young people, in meeting the public or private nonprofits in
most critical education, public order to develop high-quality
safety, human and environmental
programs that make service an
needs of our communities. integral part of students' educa
AmeriCorps offers opportunities tion experience.
for Americans age 17 or older to
make a substantial commitment
Summer of Safety is the sum
to serving their country and to mer service program which will
earn money for college in return. leverage the energy and talent of
Grants totaling over $153 million over 6,000 Americans in a range
will be awarded to not-for profit of projects designed to strengthen
organizations, to local schools, the ability of communities to
police districts and to partner respond to problems of crime,
ships among any of the above.
violence and fear. Though
emphasizing youth service,
Learn and Serve America pro opportunities to participate will
grams integrate service and ser be available for citizens of all
vice-learning, into daily academ ages. Some programs will pro
ic life for students in both K-12, vide full-time participants with
higher education institutions and
minimum wage stipends and a
community-based programs. $1000 educational benefit.
Service-learning is a method by Others will provide part-time and
which young people learn and non-stipend service opportunities

Executive Director, Anderson
Y Center
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'Depending nn qu*IIUcillon<
EBMUD, the Weil's largest Independently operated water and
wastewater facility, provides service for communities on the
East shore of the San Francisco Bay.
We can offer you
• An envtronmentally-orlented organization
• Interaction with a large, diversified engineering staff
• Assignments providing qualifying experience
for registration
• Opportunity for varied assignments Including
field work
*
• Advancement opportunities Including tuition
reimbursement

• Comprehensive benefits
For application materials, call EBMUD, (510) 287-0735
Filing deadline Is March 11. 1994
EEO/AA
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541,772 - 551,168*
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'Depending on qualifications.

EBMUD, th. West's largest Independently operated water and
wastewater facility, provides senlce for coLiurttkion thJ
East shore of the San Francisco Bay.
We can offer you:
• An environmentally-oriented organization
• Interaction with a large diversified pnao,

i

for older adults and for youth in
grades K-12.
Here at UOP and in San
Joaquin County service learning
coalitions are active. With the
initiative of the Volunteer Center,
Campfire Boys and Girls, the
Anderson Y Center and the San
Joaquin County Office of
Education, a county wide part
nership has been formed.
Funding or not, we have pledged
to improve service-learning
opportunities for every student in
San Joaquin County.
For those unfamiliar with "ser
vice learning," it's nothing new.
The following is a concise defini
tion from the Alliance for Service
Learning in Education Reform:
Service-learning is a method
by which people learn and devel
op through active participation in
thoughtfully organized service
experiences....

•that are integrated inl
academic curriculum,
•that provide structured ti:
think, talk and write al
experience,
•that provide opportunity
use newly acquired acada
skills and knowledge in real:
situations in local communi!
•that enhance what is tau?
the classroom by extending
dent learning outside of
school,
•that helps foster the devei
ment of a sense of caring ft*'

•that meet actual community
needs,
nhat

are coordinated in collab
oration with the school and com
munity,

Community Service
Mark your calei
March 12 for yor
organization to work^
assistants at the Ce
Diversity Week Fair. 1
the fair will be held
Mile just south of
Pacific Avenue. The
host dozens of
groups, have food,
film festival at
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ASUOp Manager
OPifEAT Director position>
* grocery
•r Executive
" Annex
* Cectures
•" graphics
Cultural Awareness
B Human Resources
* Social
w Special Events
» Outdoor Events
•' JUms

Applications available Jebruary 22, 1999
Applications due March 2, 1999
2nd floor McCaffrey Center 996-2233
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• Comprehensive benefits
For application materials, call EBMUD, (5101jaz
Filing deadline Is March 11, 1994.
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Pacific Talks

What do you think about the Three Strikes and You're Out proposals?

•that are integrated into III
academic curriculum,
•that provide structured time l
think, talk and write about tin
experience,
•that provide opportunities
use newly acquired aca(^
skills and knowledge in n
situations in local community
•that enhance what is taug»'
the classroom by extending
dent learning outside 0

David Mercado
Freshman, Criminal Justice
Where's the money going to
come from? It costs a lot of
money to house that person. I
think we should put the money
into education. I'm pretty much
opposed to it.

KaSandra Husar
Sophomore,
International Finance

school,
•that helps foster the c
ment of a sense of caring
ers.

Community Service

Mark your calei
March 12 for yourse
organization to work
assistants at the
Diversity Week Fair. l'
the fair will be held
Mile just south of flj
Pacific Avenue.
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R
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I support it, but it should be
more strict. I think it should be
two strikes and you're out. They
should be locked up.

#
Chanell Osborne
Senior, Pre-Law
I don't think that it's fair. What
are we going to do, keep building
prisons? We have to go to the
root of the problem and solve the
problem. Putting them in jail is
not going to solve the problem.

(see Streets pagejO^
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Sgt. Bill Hansen
University Police
It's another fabrication of the
politicians. If we just enforce d
laws we have now we would be
ahead of the game. I guess we ^

trying to cure society s ills with
more legislation.
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Christopher S. Shultz
I have been taking a course
during my three years at UOP.
The course is "How to Endanger
Accreditation 101." The instruc
tor is Bill Atchley.
Many positive actions have
taken place during the tenure of
President Atchley: the Board of
Regents voted to impose term
limits on its members, enrollment
(and student quality) has
increased, the endowment has
increased by tens of millions of
dollars, the athletic department
has become more accountable,
the financial damage of the
Winterberg years has been
recognized and remedied and
faculty benefits and salaries have
started to rise (after a long
period of neglect). These few
improvements cannot, however,
overshadow the tremendous
failings of the Atchley adminis
tration.
Bill Atchley is generally a
pretty nice guy. I had dinner with
him and his wife Pat at Callison
Dining Hall one evening last
year. We discussed Missouri and
baseball and how much they
liked California. Despite his
redeeming interpersonal qualities,
I am confident that he is no
longer the right person to lead
this University.
President Atchley has a ten
dency to set up new committees
when existing committees make
decisions he does not like. A few
years ago he suggested supplanti
ng the faculty-elected Academic
Council with an appointed facul
ty council of his own. The reality
of these situations is that Bill
Atchley has no intention of shar
ing decision-making power or

allowing existing governance
structures to function. Some
examples:
•
The president signed a
multi-year, multi-million dollar
contract with SCT (a private
computing services firm with a
rocky history) to provide comput
ing services over the explicit
objections of two separate com
mittees set up to review comput
ing. President Atchley appointed
a third committee and got the
affirmative vote for which he was
looking. SCT's experimental
Banner software has been a
headache from the start.
•
The University Budget
Committee — including faculty,
administrative and student repre
sentatives — has been studying
the University budget for two
years. It is now apparent that the
evaluation of programs and re
allocation of resources is neces
sary for meaningful budget
reform. Atchley said in a Feb. 7
meeting that he is unsure whether
the UBC is qualified to undertake
such a task — a preposterous
statement to make after two years
of intensive study by these indi
viduals. He is considering form
ing another committee.
•
The president has
pressed ahead with the provost
search while various groups and
individuals, including the
Academic Council and various
Regents have suggested in the
strongest terms that the search be
put on hold until the Strategic
Plan is implemented and the trou
bling governance issue have been
worked out.
In a Feb. 9 memo to the cam
pus, Atchley writes "it will be

Campus
Commentary

n
important for the WASC team to
see that our administrative team
is functioning and supporting our
governance structure in a com
prehensive way. It is clear that we
need leadership in this area."
UOP surely needs leadership in
supporting governance structures,
but President Atchley is border
ing on hypocrisy with this state
ment, given his penchant to ran
domly alter governance struc
tures to fit his goal of the
moment.
If WASC perceives any prob
lem with a smoothly-running
administration or respect for gov
ernance structures, they will sure
ly finger President Atchley as the
chief culprit. His autocratic, "the
buck stops here" style may have
been appropriate 20 years ago,
but it runs counter to the respect
for governance structures that
WASC emphasizes.
I do not want to ruin any
careers, but I do want UOP to
retain its accreditation. The
Strategic Planning committee has
identified a governance structure
for the University to follow, but
Atchley continually reftises to
follow the structure. If this is not
remedied soon, WASC will sure
ly call the president's bluff and
call the University on the carpet
for not meeting the challenges set
out in the WASC team report.
President Atchley is an impedi
ment to strategic planning and
shared decision-making; it is time
for him to go.

Letters to
In support of Three
Strikes and You're Out the Editor
Chris Long
Policy
Guest Columnist

In the past few months, Three
Strikes and You're Out, a propos
al to impose mandatory life sen
tences on thrice-convicted felons,
has become a prominent and con
troversial issue. I strongly sup
port such legislation and recently
signed a petition in its favor.
The Three Strikes and You're
Out initiative states that offenders
who are tried and/or convicted
repeatedly of particular serious
crimes will serve a mandatory
life sentence upon their third con
viction. The proposal does not
apply to crimes such as being a
public menace or being caught in
possession of small quantities of
drugs.
Opponents argue that the
money it will cost to keep these
felons in jail could be better spent
on rehabilitation. In theory, a jail
sentence is to be a form of reha
bilitation, granted they are not the
most effective.
However, in both the short and

long ran it will prove more effi
cient in time and money to lock
up these repeat offenders for life.
No additional funding will be
necessary to lock them up for
good. Instead of using the courts
and jails as revolving doors they
would become a permanent guest
of the California Department of
Corrections. Out courts will be
freed up to deal with other crimi
nals and legal matters. In addi
tion, innocent individuals who
might otherwise be hurt by these
criminals would be spared mental
torture and anguish.
It is painfully apparent that an
individual convicted three times
is not one who has an injustice
done to him/her, but a truly guilty
soul who has no hope for rehabil
itation. It follows logically that
these people have failed to right
their wrongs and have no desire
to change. Instead of allowing
these convicted felons to cause
further harm, it would be a wise
preventative measure to protect
individuals from the ills that such
a person might inflict upon them.

Original, topical letters
to the editor are solicited
for publication. Letters
should contain 500 or
fewer words, be signed
and include a telephone
number and address for
verification of authorship.
Letters can be sent
through campus mail to
Opinion Editor, The
Pacifican, Campus Mail or
dropped off at the
Pacifican offices, Third
Floor, Hand Hall (above
KUOP).

The minutes of the Feb. 2
Regents meeting contains the
statement "...computer conver
sion in the finance area is going
as well as expected." In reality,
many employees had significant
errors in the paychecks issued in
late January and W-2 forms went
out late due to the complicated
computer conversion. If this
financial irresponsibility is the
best that can be expected, the
University must surely raise its
standards. From the simple nota
tion in the Regents minutes it
seems highly likely that they
were not informed of the serious
problems regarding the imple
mentation of the untested and
experimental Banner software
provided by University contrac
tor SCT.
**********

Curt Redden, vice president
for institutional advancement,
recommended to the Regents that
the Athletic Complex be re
named in honor of Bob Eberhart,
the recently-ousted chair of the
Board of Regents. Mr. Eberhart
surely deserves a debt of grati
tude for his many years of service
and generous donations, but the
fact that Mr. Eberhart wants to be
remembered with an athletic-ori
ented monument confirms suspi
cions that he has always been
more interested in the football
score than the rest of the universi
ty**********

The Academic Council, com
prised of representatives from all
academic schools on campus,
considered a resolution express
ing no confidence in President
Atchley at their Feb. 10 meeting.
The resolution, which accuses
Atchley of interfering with the
implementation of the Strategic
Plan and failing to cooperate in
the areas of program and devel
opment review, was tabled in a
close vote and will be on the
agenda for the Feb. 24 meeting.
**********

Academic Vice President Joe
Subbiondo was recently reas
signed by President Atchley to
the role of executive vice presi
dent (ostensibly to focus on
strategic planning). This seems
odd, because Atchley specifically
stated last year that neither John
Ryan nor Joe Subbiondo would
likely be considered for the
Provost position, because neither
of the vice presidents had the
experience to carry out the com
bined duties. Does President
Atchley's reassignment of
Subbiondo constitute a change of
heart or is it the latest example of
an administration in disarray?
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Student athlete in a different waj

Kyle Kott'ord
Guest Writer
Athletes come in all shapes
and forms at the University of the
Pacific. Their fields range from
grass, to wood, to a tank full of
water. Some wear helmets and
padding for protection while oth
ers wear only a uniform. But drag
racer Scottie Neal's uniform con
sists of all this and more.
Neal started racing at the age

of eight when he drove Go-carts.
By 14 years of age, he had col
lected over 180 trophies and had
won the Grand Nationals in
Medford, Ore. At Medford, he
took three first places, winning
him the Duffy Award, the highest
award in Go-cart racing.
Upon reaching the pinnacle or
success in Go-cart racing, Neal's
next step was to move toward
drag racing. His father had been a
drag racer, so the transition

would be an easy one.
Through high school, Neal did
some racing in a local high
school league. When he turned
18 in 1989, he started racing in
the National Hot Rod Association
(NHRA). His car at the time was
a 1956 Chevy Prostreet which he
and his father built together.
Neal's father, Harold Neal, is
also his coach and sponsor.
The Chevy weighed 3,500
pounds and had a 500 cubic inch
engine. Its best times was 10.01,
which is 129 mph on a 1/4 mile
track. This was a good time for
the car's weight.
In 1992, Neal Racing acquired
a 1955 Chevy from Tuscaloosa,
Alabama. Known as the Alabama
Slammer, the fiberglass bodied
car with Tublar chassis would
moved Neal into a bigger, faster
class of dragsters. Weighing
2,600 pounds, Neal was able to
get a best time of 8.99, which is
153 mph on a 1/4 mile track.
On a typical race weekend,
Neal and his crew will arrive at
the track at 6 a.m. and unload the

What's up Doc?

Sarah Grimes, M.D.
Q: Can someone get an STD
through oral sex? Can STD's be
acquired through such ways as
kissing or sharing of glasses?
A: Most STD's may be trans
mitted through oral sex. The
AIDS virus is transmitted by
blood and secretions. If unpro
tected oral sex is performed, the
mucous membrane of the mouth

or vagina will come in contact
with vaginal secretions or semen.
Herpes and human papillovirus
may also be transmitted by com
ing into contact with mucosal
surfaces. There are also cases of
acquiring both gonorrhea and
chlamydia through oral sex.
However, this usually results in
infection in the throat.
Most STD's are rarely trans
mitted by kissing or sharing of
glasses, with the exception of
hepatitis B, a viral disease of the
liver. Oral herpes could be trans
mitted from one person to the
other by kissing. Although the
AIDS virus has been found in
low concentrations in saliva, the
current thought is that kissing is a
safer sex practice.
Condoms or dental dams

should be used for the practice of
oral sex to decrease the exchange
of bodily fluids. A dental dam is
a rectangular piece of latex which
can be placed over the vagina
during oral sex. The Health
Center offers the three-shot series
vaccine for hepatitis B. Persons
who have known cases of herpes
or genital warts should avoid
contact with a partner when sores
or warts are present.
The Cowell Health Center is
an excellent resource center for
information regarding STD's or
any other health related matters.
If you feel you may have been
exposed to an STD, make an
appointment today. If you have
not received your hepatitis B vac
cine, call today for an appoint
ment.

CONDIMENTS

Deep sleep was an intense rit
ual I had been practicing for
days. It requires a pitch-black,
musty room, a bed burrowed
with clothes and a very
depressed and emotionally
drained person. I think I opened
the door twice in six days to
pee, but my sense of time was
pretty limited by the 24-hour
darkness. I do not know how
long I would have stayed in
there if Mark and seven other
people from our building had
not forced me up.
"Kevin...Kevin...come on
man, get up." A bright light pen
etrated through my eyelids.
Somebody was digging through
the hibernation cave piled over
me.
"Aw," I groaned. "What the
hell. Get off me." I could not see
anything but blur through the
tiny slits in my eyes.
"Come on, loser. You're get
ting up. You've been in here six
days with no food," Mark said.
"What day is it?' I asked one
of the seven random people
hovering over me.
"It's Saturday night, 9:30
p.m.," Marie said, pulling me up.
"I've been in here since last
Monday?" Whoa. I did not think
1 could live that long with no
food.
"Now look, you better be
showered and ready in 30 min
utes or I'm coming in here and
doing it for you," Mark threat
ened.
"Where the hell are we
going?" I asked. But they were

already gone.
"Forget it," I said, stopping in
ray tracks on the way to the Csection. "I'm goingJback to bed."
It was bad enough when they had
barged in and gotten me up, inter
rupting my depression, but I was
not going to any fraternal func
tion.
Mark didn't let up until he
made sure I was past the burly
gatekeeper bro with "the list."
"Oh, I'm sure I'm not on the
list," I said to the chest-branded
guy towering over me. "I'm a
G.D.I.," I yelled, as Mark pushed
me through.
It was only after a few beers
that I actually began responding
to the random people I noticed
were speaking in my face.
"Are you talking to me?" I
asked some blonde girl whose
Hps had been moving for the last
five minutes.
She giggled. "I'm Colette."
"Great." I didn't offer my
name.
"Are you one of the new
pledge-thingies?"
"Uh...no," a sudden plot to
play with her brain entered my
head. "You see, I am here on
assignment from the Stockton
Police Department Narcotics
Division. You know, undercover
stuff," I whispered.
"Whoa, really?" she said. I
was amazed at the enlarged size
of her eyes.
"Yeah, but don't tell nobody,
kay?" She looked pretty shook

up.

"Kevvvvin..." A female voice
filtered through the heavy fog
settling in my brain. It was that
tall, slinky chic from the formal
I went to last fall.
"Uh...Michelle, right?" I vol
unteered.
"No. Megan," she corrected.
"Oh, yeah, I remember now."
I had no clue.
"I heard you and Pepper
broke up," she crooned. "I'm so
sorry."
I was suddenly reminded as
to why I felt like crap. I wanted
to go home, but my head spun
on.
"Yeah," I mumbled.
"Do you wanna dance?" she
asked.
"Sure," 1 said. My mouth
seemed to have a life of its own.
Dancing had never been my
thing, but dancing while mental
ly impaired was a nightmare. I
could hardly hold myself up, let
alone with the chic falling out of
her clothes and clutched around
my neck. She felt like a two
hundred pound albatross. When
1 felt something hot and wet on
my ear, I dropped her. I think she
screamed but I wasn't real clear
headed at that point. Mark said
he found me around 1:30 a.m.
sleeping in some bro's bathtub.
He took me home and made me
soup.

car. "This is a big event because
all the spectators are all standing
around watching the cars, Neal
said. The car then has to be
inspected by NHRA officials for
requirements, specifications and
safety features. After approval by
the NHRA, Neal will make three
runs on Saturday to reach a quali
fying time for the actual races on
Sunday. After each run, he will
go back to the pit to work on the
car, which can consist of chang
ing the frame, chassis, carburetion, timing or shifting points.
Sunday is when the real racing
starts. There is one qualifying
heat in the morning and then
eliminations start. A racer can be
eliminated in the first round and
is out for the rest of the day. "You
pack your bags and go home,"
Neal said.
But if a racer qualifies, his car
is pulled up by a tow vehicle to
the starting point, where the racer
does a burn-out to heat up the
tires which lays a fresh layer of
rubber against the starting line.
"Then you back up into starting
position and get ready to go,"
Neal said. "Pro light stage, which
is my class, has three orange
lights and a green all in a row. A
rule of thumb is that if you see
the green light, you're slow off
the line. You never want to see
green.
"Going up to the line reminds
me of going up in front of a
group of people to do a speech
that you really haven't
rehearsed," Neal said. "The
whole track is focused on you. If
you break, you hold up the whole
race. Whatever happens, it all
depends on that one race."
"Race season is during the hot
months and you're in a fire-proof
suit, boots, gloves, helmet and
neck brace. The inside of the car
is all polished aluminum and the
sun heats that up quickly, which
makes it twice as hot, so you're

(see Condiments page 10)

When 11-year-old Preston
Waters' (Brian Bonsall) rusty old
3 speed bicycle is accidentally
Neal's car 0graphic
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-""NationalDrag run over by a shiny new Jaguar
Illinois, was featured in the
1993
driven by a crook named Quigley
usually sweating profusely. But have done to win the race,' k( (Miguel Ferrer), his prized pos
I'm glad my dad is there and seSSi0n is instantly reduced to ;
the run doesn't last that long, he
wouldn't have it any other way useless heap of twisted metal
said. "So to the everyday person,
trust him and have confidence; However, the settlement for
I would describe it as being in a
situation which you can't control,
but can only hope to try and
guide in your favor."
"Knowing that you won helps
a lot, but there's a lot of pressure
in those few seconds," Neal said.
The sport is so fast that one-hundredths of a second can determine a race.
In regards to having his father
as his sponsor/coach, Neal
wouldn't have it any other way.
"As far as driving the car, he
knows that I can get the job done.
He never really bugs me about
what I do when I drive," Neal
said. "Now on the other hand, it
is tough when we lose a race
because I don't like to lose and I
get mad. Then I take these feel
ings home. At home, you get all
these 'what ifs and what could I

him when it comes to makir, damages is about to take Preston
decisions.
on the most fun-filled ride of his
Neal and his father are pi®. |jfe as Quigley, a criminal
ning to build a new engine fori jnvolved in a money laundering
car that will be 572 cubic incktjscheme, quickly dashes off a
with a sleet metal manifold, check to pay for the damaged
car will run on alcohol and bike, but in his haste, forgets to
have plans to turn 7.90s on fill in the amount of the check.
mile, which is over 190 mpi This fool and his money are soon
"This speed will boost us upi parted when Preston sees the
the toughest nostalgic class — oversight and boldly fills in the
Gas Supercharged," Neal sat
"It's going to be fun."
Drag racing season for t!
NHRA 1 fists from Februaryi
October and starts off it
The 36th annual Grammy Awards
will be presented March 1.
Bakersfield and ends in Pornons
Nominees in major categories:
Neal is currently a senior:
University of the Pacific, majc
Album of the year
ing in Business. His success:
Kamaklriad"
Donald Fagen
drag racing presently has totale
over 100 wins.
reama"
Billy Joel
R%UtMmat'c,ortheP6ople..

From the Chiefs desk: Superior human relation
Bob Calaway
Chief of Police
Tidbit: A construction crew
was building a new road through
a rural area, knocking down trees
as it progressed. A superinten
dent noticed that one tree had a
nest of birds who could not fly
and he marked the tree so that it
was not cut down. Several weeks
later, the superintendent came
back to the tree. He got into a lift
bucket truck so he could peer into
the nest. The fledglings were
gone. They had obviously learned
to fly. The tree was cut down.
As the tree crashed to the
ground, the nest and some mater
ial that the birds had gathered to
make the nest, were scattered
about. Part of it was a scrap torn
from a Sunday school pamphlet.
On the scrap of paper were these
words: "He carethfor you."
We need to ask ourselves
some questions. Do I look for the
good in any situation? Do I get
along well with different types of
people? Do I try to build other

people's self-esteem? Do I accept
people as they are? Am I a good
listener?
Brian
Tracy,
in
the
"Psychology of Achievement,"
talks about superior human rela
tions. In the study of superior
human relations, one of the most
important laws is what he calls
the law of indirect effort. The law
of indirect effort says that we get
almost everything we want in an
indirect, rather than in a direct,
way. We achieve happiness not
by trying to become happy, but
by engaging in activities on a
day-to-day basis that we find
valuable and worthwhile. The
best way to impress another per
son is to be impressed by that
person. If we want other people
to respect us, the surest way to
achieve that is to respect other
people.
Tracy also says that a person
with high, genuine levels of selfesteem and self-acceptance has,
naturally and without effort, the
ability to get along with the great-
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est number of other people.
He asks what can we do on:
day-to-day basis to improve I
quality of our relationships wit
others? Everything we do ton®
the self-esteem of others w
increase the quality of our hunt
relations. If we go through if
doing everything possible 1
make other people feel good X
valuable about themselves,11
will feel valuable and good aboourselves.
Tracyj also asks what can»
do to make other people
important? First is accej
which is one of the deepest!1
(see Calaway page 10)
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have done to win the race w
I m glad my dad is there 'and I
wouldn't have it any other way. i
trust him and have confidence in
him when it comes to makinfi
decisions."
Neal and his father are planning to build a new engine for his
car that will be 572 cubic inches
with a sleet metal manifold. The
car will run on alcohol and they
have plans to turn 7.90s on 1/4
mile, which is over 190 mph.
"This speed will boost us up to
the toughest nostalgic class -AGas Supercharged," Neal said.
"It's going to be fun."
Drag racing season for the
NHRA lisft from February to
October and starts off in
Bakersfield and ends in Pomona
Neal is currently a senior at
University of the Pacific, major
ing in Business. His success in
drag racing presently has totaled
over 100 wins.

ior human relations

accept
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est number of other people.
He asks what can we do on«
day-to-day basis to improve ®
quality of our relationships wi
others? Everything we do to raise
the self-esteem of others wi
increase the quality of our hum
relations. If we go

throU®
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doing everything 1P?^od and
make other people feel g
^
valuable about themselves,
will feel valuable and g
ourselves.
Tracy also asks what
do to make other peop*«
important? First is
0
which is one of the deepe

(see Calaway page

When 11-year-old Preston
filers' (Brian Bonsall) rusty old
).speed bicycle is accidentally
over by a shiny new Jaguar
liven by a crook named Quigley
(giguel Ferrer), his prized pos
ition is instantly reduced to a
useless heap of twisted metal.
However, the settlement for
damages is about to take Preston
an the most fun-filled ride of his
as Quigley, a criminal
involved in a money laundering
scheme, quickly dashes off a
check to pay for the damaged
hike, but in his haste, forgets to
in the amount of the check.
Is fool and his money are soon
parted when Preston sees the
oversight and boldly fills in the

amount: $1 million!
Now, Preston embarks on his
wildest spending spree ever, buy
ing everything he ever dreamed
of owning and living the high life
that most people only dream of.
With a sack full of cash, he hires
a personal chauffeur, buys a great
house and throws himself an
enormous 12th birthday bash.
But, the party is over when the
FBI, Quigley and his thugs
descend as uninvited guests.
Preston soon discovers the hard
est thing about owning a million
dollars, trying to hold onto it.
This Walt Disney production
also stars Karen Duffy, Tone Loc
and Michael Lerner. "Blank
Check" is directed by Rupert
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poet

The National Library of
Poetry has announced that
$12,000 in prizes will be awarded
this year to over 250 poets in the
North American Open Poetry
Contest. The deadline for the
contest is March 31st. The con
test is open to everyone and entry
is free.
Any poet, whether previously
published or not, can be a winner.
Every poem entered also has a
chance to be published in a
deluxe, hardbound anthology.
To enter, send one original
poem, any subject and any style,
to:
The National Library of
Poetry
11419 Conridge Dr.
P O Box 704-YD
Owings Mills, MD 21117
The poem should be no longer
than 20 lines, and the poet's name
and address should appear on the
top of the page. Entries must be
postmarked by March 31 st.

Geoff Goodman
Senior Staff Writer

Donald Pagan

,or

Wainwright and produced by
both Craig Baumgarten and Gary
Adelson.
According to Blake Snyder,
the screenwriter for "Blank
Check", "We recognized that the
idea had endless possibility. This
is a fantasy that everyone has
entertained at one time or anoth
er. But, from the onset we want
ed to make it more than just
another movie in which a kid has
a dream come true only to find
out that it also has a dark side,
too.
"We had higher hopes. We
wanted something that would be
warm and human, the kind of
picture people come back to year
after year."

How long has it been since
you actually read the story of
"Alice in Wonderland" or "Peter
and the Wolf'? During the week
end of March 5th, the
Sacramento Community Center
will be presenting both of these
fairy tales. The Phares Theater
Ballet in conjunction with the
Sacramento Symphony will per
form this special presentation on
Saturday, March 5, at 7:30 p.m.
and Sunday, March 6, at 2:30
p.m. at teh Sacramento
Community Theater. A special
School presentation will take
place on Friday, March 4, at 10
a.m.
"Alice in Wonderland" is the
story about a young girl's dream
where she experiences the land of
imagination. In this story, noth
ing makes sense and the mles of
the game are ever changing.
While experiencing this play for

yourself, you are able to return to
that special part of childhood,
where anything is possible, a
world an adult may have given
up or only faintly remembers.
During the presentation, many
separate "worlds" are brought
together: childhood and adult
hood, reality and imagination,
order and chaos, and the idea of
right and wrong. This proves to
be a very strange and surprising
plot of events.
Ballets typically tell stories of
that which is not real, but rather
make-believe lands. The theatri
cally and artificiality of ballet is a
wonderful basis for the explo
ration of the nature of reality. It is
also the perfect amusement for
children of all ages.
To purchase tickets for these
performances,
call
the
Sacramento Center Box Office at
(916) 264-5181 or BASSTTicket
Masters at (916) 923-2277. For
more information call the Phares
Theater Ballet at (916) 484-1188.
Tickets range firom $8-$25.
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Sacramento community center
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Arista records newcomers
'Total Devastation' has taken the
Bay Area by storm. Comprised
of three Latino rappers from San
Francisco's "Mission" district,
T.D. created a firestorm by their
testimonial to the pleasures of
hemp.
T.D. is committed to their
Latino roots and pro-cannabis
politics. "We're definitely down
with the herb, always have been,
so this ain't no bandwagon thing
with us," says lead rapper DJ.
Rasta Red Eye.
Influenced by old school leg
ends like Whodini, Peter Tosh
and Slick Rick, T.D. has eclectically developed an individualized
hip-hop rap style that shows
potential for a promising future.
T.D's beats and rhymes are
destined to appeal to listeners that
smoke blunts, play video games,
read "Hi Times" magazines and
listen to Cypress Hill.
In songs like "Many Clouds of
Smoke (I wanna get blunted my
brother)" and "Hemp Hemp
Hooray", the band gives sugges
tions to sativa advocates on how
listeners can go about doing their

'Total Devastation', a hot new hip-hop band, explores the benefits of marijuana in their lyrics.
share to re legalize the plant.
"Contact your local state
Senator. Tell him to get wise and
re legalize. Herb is medicinal for
stress, back pain, PMS, child
birth, migraines (you name your
ailment). Legalizing hemp can
prevent deforestation.
"Although hemp produces
paper in a more economical fash
ion, herbal medicine is illegal
because it burns 80% of profits
from the sulfuric acid process

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the wortd_.VIsa® and MasterCard®
credit cards..."In your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you
deserve and need for— ID—BOOKS—DEPARTMENT
STORES—TUITION—r„T TRTAINM ENTEMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RF.STAURANTS—
HOTELS—MOTELS—GAS—CAR RENTALSREPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

No 'turn downs!
No credit checks!
No security deposit!
SEND THE COUPON TODAY
YOUR CREDIT CARDS ARE WAITING!

that turns wood into paper.
Michaelangelo painted the
Sistine Chapel from hemp seed
oil. George Washington and
Thomas Jefferson admitted
smoking the herb to reduce back
pain."
Washington was quoted say
ing, "I missed pulling my male
plants by 2 days because of the
war. Now I must wait another
season for my blossoming
hemp."

EZ-CARD, BOX 16516,

YES!

Just imagine the benefits that
legalization would have on the
national debt.
The self-titled debut album is
produced and arranged entirely
by Total Devastation. Why not
make your next C.D. selection an
original one and find out what the
great buzz is surrounding Total
Devistation. For the hip-hop fans
that don't get off on the contro
versial lyrics, the melody alone
should prove quite satisfying.
ATLANTA,

GA

30321

I want VISA®/MASTERCARD® Credit
Cards approved Immediately. 100% GUARANTEED!

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STUDENT? Yes

STATE—ZIP

No SS*

SIGNATURE
NOTE; MasterCard Is a registered trademark of MasterCard International Inc.
Visa Is a registered trademark of VISA USA. Inc. and VISA International
MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY
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Women's hoops conte^

Tigers suffer two
road losses

in Big West
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currently tied
^ ? 5 mi |2-8 overall. The Tigers will >7 Jtud ^ recorc] at home. A good start to i

Geoff Goodman
Sports Editor
It was a dismal week for Pacific's basketball program. The Tigers
continue to struggle on the road, as they dropped consecutive games to
Long Beach State and U.C. Santa Barbara. U.O.P is now 2 -4 in con
ference road games this season and must travel for three of their last
five regular season matches. As if that wasn't enough, the team must
face the San Jose State Spartans, who are currently tied for second
place with Pacific, then venture on to play the first place New Mexico
State Aggies and conclude the season at U.N.L.V.
Against the Long Beach State 49ers, Pacific felt optimistic of their
chances for success. U.O.P. whipped the 49ers 92-69, for their largest
margin of victory ever against L.B.S.U on January 17. However,
going into the contest, the Tigers were 3-20 lifetime at the Long Beach
Gold Mine, where the 49ers are unbeaten this season.
To neutralize Long Beach State's Center and Power Forward, the
Tigers utilized a 2-3 zone. Though the 49ers didn't score very often in
the paint, the zone defense kept L.B.S.U.'s guards wide open in the
perimeter. Pacific's defense was rendered helpless to the 49ers 3-point
accuracy, surrendering 9/18 attempts. Guard James Cotton lead the
way with 23 points, sinking five of six 3-pointers, and handing the
Tigers an 88-75 setback. The Long Beach big men contributed by out
rebounding the Tigers 46-34 throughout the game.
The only bright spot for Pacific was the consistency of Center
Glenn Griffin, who played flawless, netting 9/9 buckets for 24 points
and M.V.P honors.
The next stop was the U.C.S.B. Thunderdome to face the Gauchos. Glenn Griffin has emerged as one of the league's top centers. His . 6 / 6
Pacific entered the contest winless at the Thunderdome in more than 8 Field goal percentage is second best in the Big West.
years and own a 2-12 lifetime record their. Normally a controlled and
patient offense, U.C.S.B. ran wild over Pacific, scoring almost at will.
In a balanced scoring attack, the Gauchos defeated the Tigers 88-78.
The Gauchos outshot Pacific, who remain the most accurate team in
BASKETBALL
the league, 52% - 42%. Pacific is 9-0 when they shoot 50% or better,
but fall to 5-10 when drop below that standard.
The 1994 season is barely a week old and controversy has
Freshmen Guards Adam Jacobsen and T.J. Walker did their best to
already struck. In a men's AA game between Phi Delta Theta and
keep the contest close down the stretch, but after trailing44-32 at the
SAE, people are still arguing over who actually won the game.
intermission, relinquishing the twelve point deficit proved untenable.
Officially Phi Delta Theta was victorious by a score of 46-45,
Jacobsen nailed 5/6 3-pointers for 23 points and won the Player of the
because an "at the buzzer basket" by SAE was declared no good.
Game award.
Both teams are claiming victory and hopefully the issue will be set
With the season winding down, Pacific needs to hang tough in these
tled in a playoff rematch. Food King and Dream Team are both
last clutch games. The Tigers are 0-5 when they score less than 69
undefeated after the first week's play, but both teams appear beatable.
points, but improve to 14-5 when they score more. Pacific needs more
Men's AA is a division which is open for the taking.
help on the boards. They have been out rebounded in 12 of the last 16
Other divisions also saw some exciting action during the
games.
week. Tombstone defeated Cheat 2 Win 46-45 in a physical men's
The Tigers continue the longest battle in the franchise's history
A game. Tombstone came on strong and stole a victory from Cheat
when they face San Jose State February 19, for sole possession of sec
2 Win, who had lead most of the way. In men's C action, Quiet
ond place in the Big West. Pacific leads the series 70-69, and have
Psychos squeaked one out over SAE C 37-36. Round of Applause
won the last four meetings.
and Nothing But Net have dominated their respective games in
women's action. These two power houses square off on March 8th in
what could be a preview of the women's championship game.
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Sports and the emergency room
Basketball heads the list of 1991 sports-related injuries treated in U S.
emergency rooms. Figures are estimates for those who
at least once a year":

Injuries Participants

Positions are still available for basketball referees. Entries
for the Shick Super Hoops 3 on 3 basketball tournament are open
until February 23rd. Slam Dunk Contest entries are open until
February 22nd. A new exciting 4 on 4 format is being used for out
door soccer, with entries open until March 1st. For entry forms,
come by the Intramural office located in the Athletic department. For
questions and information call 946-2716.

in millions

1 Basketball

646,678
600,649
459,542
3
453,684
4
150,449
5
130,362
6
129,839
7
113,150
8
86,398
9 Weightlifting
84,115
10 Fishing
11 Horseback riding 71.490(a)
56,435
12 Skateboarding
54,601
13 Ice hockey
44,877
14 Gymnastics (b)
43,894
15 Wrestling
38,626
16 Golf (c)
17 Tennis
29,936
18 Ice skating
29,047
26,633
19 Water skiing
25,417
20 Bowling

2

Bicycle riding
Baseball, Softball
Football
Soccer
Swimming
Volleyball
Roller skating*

ANNOUNCEMENT

26.2

54.0
36.1
13.3
10.0
66.2
22.6

26.5
39.2
47.0

The Sullivan Sheet
by Rick Suliivan

10.1

NATIONAL BASKETBALL
ASSOCIATION
HOME TEAMS IN BOLD
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18,1994
New Jersey 6 over Washington ...
Orlando 1 over Seattle... Charlotte
9 over Milwaukee ... Chicago 12
over Denver ... Cleveland 10 over
Minnesota ... Phoenix 2 over LA
Lakers... Atlanta 41/2 over LA Clip
pers ... Utah 11 over Sacramento ...
Portland 81/2 over Philadelphia.

8.0

n/a
n/a
24.7
16.7
7.9
9.0
40.4

"Bicycling and swimming figures are for those who
pmjpp
pirtfaprfid six Of more times per year; (a)1989 figure;
(b) excludes trampolines; (c) excludes golf carts

t4»*'

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19,
1994
Detroit II/2 over Dallas ... Hous
ton 1 over Phoenix ... San Antonio
71/2 over Miami... Utah 16 over LA
Clippers ... Golden State 51/2 over
Boston.
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 20,1994
New York 2 over Chicago ... New
Jersey 2 over Washington ... Char
lotte 2 over Cleveland ... Seattle 11
over Indiana ... Orlando 41/2 over
Milwaukee ... Denver 1 over Atlan
ta ... LA Lakers 3 over Philadelphia

Junior Forward Lainie Bebbes guided the Tigers to a 3-0 record to'
Week. Lainie's efforts earned.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY
Miami 6 over Washing
Detroit 1 over Dallas... Chi<
over Charlotte ... San
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 22,
1994
over Minnesota ... Utah I
Seattle 6 over New York... Miami
Philadelphia ... Phoenix 9'
1 over New Jersey ... Cleveland 7
Sacramento.
over Minnesota ... Indiana 10 over
WEDNESDAY, FEBRW
Dallas ... Golden State 1 over Mil
1994
waukee ... Houston 4 over Denver
Philadelphia 3 over Ne*,f
"• Boston 1 over Sacramento ...
Washington 11/2 over
Portland 4 over LA Clippers.
Orlando 6 over Indiana
7t/2 over Atlanta...Chicago'
Golden State... Denver
ton ... Utah 1 over San

SAN FELIPE CRILL m a n u f a c t u r i n g

SOURCE; National
Safely Council;
Consumer Product
Safety Commision,
National Sporting
Goods Association

4601 PACI FIC AVE
(1 BLOCK SOUTH OF MARCH LANE)
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jgers swing into '94
,ason

On February 12, Pacific played against the University of California,
Santa Cruz. The Tigers beat UCSC in three easy games: 15-8; 15-3
and 15-4.
Junior Outside-Hitter/Opposite Brian Belding had 12 kills with 3
digs, followed by sophomore Outside-Hitter Brian Blindt with 8 kills
and 6 digs. Lee Carlander added a respectable 7 kills and 4 digs, with
Taylor adding 6 kills and 5 digs. Setter Gan had 39 assists, followed by
sophomore Setter Raymond Brown with 29 assists.
The Tigers later faced the University of California, Berkeley. The
Tigers handily beat the Bears in a 3-1 match: 16-14; 15-7;7-15 and
15-1..
" Eventhough they are only a Club team, " said Taylor " they are
pretty good." He went on to say : " We beat them anyway."
Belding led the Tigers with 13 kills and 5 digs, followed by Crosson
and Wakeham who both had 10 kills, with 10 and 5 digs respectively.
Lance added 9 kills and 11 digs and Taylor contributed 6 kills and 12
digs. Setter Russell Gan had 46 assists and Brown had 11.
Pacific is now 5-3 in the Pacific Mountain Sports Federation and
they are ranked 15th in the nation. The University of the Pacific Men's
Volleyball team will be hosting Brigham Young University, ranked 4th
, on February 18. Come out and support your Tigers!

Chip Sell powers the Tigers into the '94 Season.

Men's Volleyball Goes
5-3 for the Week
Christian Collins
Senior Staff Writer
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gagainst Pepperdine U.

What a week-end it was for the University of the Pacific Men's
Volleyball team. The Tigers captured the Pacific Tournament, a two
day event held on February 11th and 12th. The Tigers faced Lewis
University on February 11, beating them 3-1: 10-15; 17-16; 15-9 and
15-13.
Leading the team with most kills was senior Middle-Hitter Jeffrey
Hall with a amazing 27 and 7 digs, followed by senior OutsideHitter/Opposite Darren Lance with 19 kills and 13 digs. Freshman
Middle-Blocker Gregory Wakeham added 16 kills and 10 digs, while
freshman Outside-Hitter Samuel Crosson added 13 kills and 8 digs.
Sophomore Setter Russell Gan had 70 assists and 15 digs.
" We couldn't get the momentum in the first game," said senior
Outside-Hitter Matthew Taylor " But by winning the second game, it
really helped our momentum to win the match."

In just their second season in NCAA competition, the Tigers have earned a
#15 national ranking.
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Gloria Ramirez, was undergoinj
^cancer at.home, when she was br
_ _ _
Hospital i nfull cardiac arrest.
GtZ*L i7/\/yUi. UtD
A nurse, attempting to dra»
-J•] Ramiiez's blood crystalizing, ant
pitted from her body.
As a result, the hospital wa:
i body was removed in a sealed ai
Pun for ASLAOp President
Dick Shaefer, a spokesman
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out cyanide." But tests an
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for other substances," he addc
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AND THAT SHE'D
RATHER SPREAD
PEANUT BUTTER ON
HER FACE AND LET
DOGS LICK IT OFF
THAN GO CM A DATE
WITH ME'

"AH/
NO WAY-' E'Hj
OUST THINKING

CRAZY.
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Continued from page 4

"What's It like owning a yacht?*—UuMMU'tt doesn't suck."—DudlyMoore (from the ttm 'Arthur)

Cutting someone off in your car, only
to have them pull up beside you at the
next traffic light. Then ya have to do that
thing where you sit there staring straight
ahead like you don't notice them there.
But you know they're there, and they
know you know and—MAN that traffic
light takes a long time to change!

Calaway

Bodley

Wild Kingdom

When someone walks in on
you while your going to the
bathroom.

Poops! I'm sorryJ
Oh hey! Come on in!
Plenty-a-room! I'm using the toilet
right now, but the tub's free!

N

Derrill Bodley earned his
Bachelor and Master of Music
degrees from the Eastman School
of Music. He is presently associ
ated with UOP as an instructor in
the Music Theory Department
and a professor of Curriculum &
Instruction and Instructional
Technology. His other musical
endeavors include algarithmic
composition on computers and
performing with jazz ensembles
throughout the United States.
For more information about
the performance, please call
(209) 946-2415.
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Continued from page 4
People who have nothing
better to do than read cartoons*
*See previous listing"
oice mail.

To be connected to the
wrong extension press ' 1'.
To be hung up on, press '2'.
To be thoroughly and
completely aggravated
press '3'. If you need further
v
usswunut
assistance, too bad.

Lap dogs. The only
difference between a
lap dog and a rat is
that rats don't wear
little sweaters and
answer to th name
"Precious."

Disney propose a pork ip
Haymarket, Va. may just 1
Packets are due Jeh. 18,19% Company's new plan to bui
However, state officials are de
So Ljoa still have time!!
the political twists and turns th
;; The proposed site, located
Elections are March 2nd andM will feature, if approved, mast
ry themepark.
New Republican Govenor,1
the state's Democrat-control 1
"try to entice Disney by subsii
|opment costs, like highway coi
The park, which some say
Continued from page 6
Continued from page 6
California and Florida, has an
ings of human nature. We can noon' when the headache ^d plans have the park openir
accept another person totally and pated to a point where I ; Disney remains optimistic
stand up.
unconditionally without judg
But the company has warned
Because thai is wfei
ment. The second thing we can
d^yed.
sd for,
for," he said «» ^
do to make people feel important asked
is to approve of them. We can Soup.
praise and reinforce everything a
Red Pepper Soup
person does that is right and
good. Another thing we can do is
2 tablespoons butter
to express appreciation or grati
cHnton hopes that the calr
1 cup chopped onion
tude, that causes other people to
!ast of the remainin
feel that what they are doing and
1 cup celery
t
saying is of value and conse
1 cup red bell pepp^
ere removed by the Unite<
quence. Admiration is a tremen
1/2 cup diced, pee'e , csident Clinton new hope
dous way of building the self- potato
||C.lts SUrrounding cities,
esteem of another person. We can
3 cups beef stock
t a White House news c
admire traits, such as punctuality
^
"ght some breathing spac
Melt butter in heavy
or generosity or possessions of a
eace ^at all of the war
ai,n
person.
saucepan over low hea
the-Croat-Muslim Bt
Tracy says that if our aim is to onion, celery, bell pel
%l°macy and muscle."
develop high levels of self- seasonings. Cover a
Run °U^ a<^ministration of
esteem
. . . in others, we
" L / must
n i u a l never
n e v e r minutes,
l i m i u i c a , stirring
a u i i t » g ) *twice. m
g" sites had yet to be rem
01'
criticize. Nothing destroys human and potato; bring to bboil.'
U
withdrawal in
Personalities, undermines self- heat, cover partially a" 1. effe„,.'
ely complete."
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esteem, lowers self-confidence until potato is very
and causes negative reactions 30 minutes.
N
receives a clue as
more than destructive criticism.
The more attention we pay to
sto|ve \T°Up o1 anti-abortion
tNorw!«,'„ i_..
other people, the more we convey
to them that we consider tliem
them as continued from Pa§e
valuable and important. We pay Theater. All fair asSjsL< annoiIe group,
^r°uP. an opponent
opponen
ttention primarily by listening, get a free Miracle
"ced that they wou

sound, security and DJ. Interested
parties should contact Robert
Decano at the ASUOP office to
make a reservation.
Student Issues
Debate has been occurring
about such issues as establishing
class councils and funding the
Anderson Y with your student
fees in ASUOP senate meetings
Come check out the latest topics
at the meetings held every
Monday evening at 9p.m. in ^
McCaffrey Center Conference
Room and state your opinion.
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listenin8:
intern I ^
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ent
listening
builds
trust
,
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irusi
between th#*
..
ween t e two parties; listening
builds character in the listener
ause active, concentrated
(4Lwvf lis|j^»
tenina tai-ao o«ir
. ..
self-discipline; and
asdy, listening builds self-esteem
in the person listened tr>
to.
Supenor human relations as a
university student or employee
could help in school, in our job or
even in a chosen career field.
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